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Historical Perspective

• The Tevatron 
• The Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) 
• The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) 
• The Very Large Hadron Collider study 

(VLHC) 
• The Future Circular Collider study (FCC)
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The Tevatron
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• 1st superconducting synchrotron 
• 4.4 T magnets;  4oK 
• collide protons w/ antiprotons 
• common beam pipe

Protons

antiprotons

Helical orbits through 4 standard 
arc cells of the Tevatron

bunch length
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Tevatron Abort System
• Prior to Tevatron, the original “Main Ring” at Fermilab 

existed in the same tunnel 
• 400 GeV beam, ~3 x 1013 p, 10 s cycle 
•  corresponds to ~2 MJ beam energy 

• Tevatron originally ran as fixed target synchrotron, with 
800 GeV beam 

• ~2 x 1013 p,  30 - 120 s cycles;   2.6 MJ 
• When reconfigured for colliding beams, the beam abort 

system was changed to an “internal abort”; re-use the 
“C0” straight section for a possible new interaction region 

• 980 GeV, ~1 x 1013 p     —>    ~ 1.5 MJ 
• less for antiprotons (eventually, up to ~0.75 MJ)
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The Energy Doubler (a.k.a., Tevatron)
5

Energy	Doubler	Design	Report,	1979
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Tevatron Fixed Target Abort Layout

•  

6

Aborted	beam	moves	through	field-free	region	of	the	Lambertson	septum.	
Warm	bending	magnets	incorporated,	on	the	same	bus	as	SC	magnets.
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Tevatron Fixed Target Beam Dump

• Designed for 3.2 MJ over 21 !s 
•  10-20 yr lifetime

7

IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, Vol. NS-28, No. 3, June 1981 

A HIGH INTENSITY BEAM DLMP FOR THE TEVATRON BEAM ABORT SYSTEM 

J.Kidd, N.Mokhov, -b T.Murphy, M.Palmer, T.Toohig, F.Turkot and A.VanGinneken 
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory,*Batavia, Illinois 60510 

Introduction 

The beam abort system proposed' for the Fermilab 
Tevatron Accelerator will extract the proton beam from 
the ring in a single turn (-20~s) and direct it to an 
external beam dump. It is the function of the beamdump 
to absorb the unwanted beam and limit the excapingradi- 
ation to levels that are acceptable to the surrounding 
populace and apparatus. In addition, it is clearly 
desirable that it be maintenance free and have a life- 
time equal to that of the accelerator, lo-20 years. A 
beam dump that is expected to meet these requirements 
hasbeen designed and constructed. We describe below the 
detailed design of the dump, including considerations 
leading to the choice of materials. 

Parameters of the Beam and Dump Specifications 

The extreme values of the parameters of a single 
aborted beam pulse are: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 

energy of protons 1 TeV 
number of protons 2x10L3 
total kinetic energy 3.2 MJ 
time duration 2ous 
transverse beam size (r~ of a Gaussian in mm) as a 
function of drift distance, s (in m), from the down- 
stream end of the Co long straight section 

/ 
u 

X 
= 0.520 J: + @~~')' , oy=0.455 X+(s,:*3)' 

Ox’ =U 
Y' 

= 7.5 urad. 

transverse variation of beam position il.5 cm. 

With regard to repeated beam aborts and the yearly 
average beam we have the following specifications: 
7. Short term continuous operation: 

2x10'3 ppp at 1 TeV with a 23s cycle time for 
4 hours duration <power input> = 139 kW 

8. Yearly proton flux: 3.5X1017 p/yr at 1 TeV. 

The aborted beam line geometry is such that at the 
end of the CQ long straight section it is directed 
radially outward by 8.1 mr with respect to the tangent 
to the circle of the Tevatron and is 2.5 cm above and 
parallel to the plane of the closed orbit. On average 
this plane is -6m below ground level. Given this geom- 
etry, there is a minimum distance (s) from the end of 
tile C@ straight section to the dump, dictated by the 
need to have sufficient transverse separation (2.1 m) 
between the dump and the superconducting magnets of the 

Tevatron ring to avoid quenches induced by transient 
radiation from the dump during beam aborts; s min=55m. 
The cost of civil construction for the dump argues for 
keeping s close to s . ; the incremental cost was 
estimated at 10K$/m.mln 

Choice of Material for Dump Core 

The reliability of the dump depends critically on 
the integrity of the material which makes up the 
upstream five hadronic absorption lengths (ha) of the 
core. Operating experience both at CERN and Fermilab 
has clearly demonstrated the capability of 400 GeV 
proton beams of similar size and intensity to fracture 
or melt solid materials in the immediate vicinity of 
the line of the beam as a result of high local energy 
deposition and large temperature gradients. The peak 
energy density can be reduced by: (a) enlarging the 
transverse size of the incidenr beam, (b) going to 
materials of lower mass density and lower atomic num- 
ber, and (c) inserting matter-free drift spaces in the 
absorber. The chance of harmful material damage is 
reduced by using materials with high melting pointsand 
high thermal shock resistance. A measure of the thermal 
shock resistance of a solid material is given by the 
temperature differences AT,, and ATct: _- 

ATCC 
= &1-v); n'rct = %(I-") (1) 

where CL = linear thermal expansion coefficient, E = 
Young's modulus, V = Poisson's ration, and oc and ut 
are the compressive and tensile strenghts of the 
material. Given a localized temperature spike in the 
material with maximum temperature difference AT, then 
AT, is the temperature difference at which the stress 
in the material equals the strength of the material. 

For a given beam and a given absorber materialand 
geometry (including possible drift spaces), AT is cal- 
culated using a Monte Carlo nuclear cascade program 
called MAXIM*; more precisely the program calculates 
the spatial distribution in the absorber of the energy 
density, E, deposited by ionization from the charged 
particles produced in the cascade. The specific heat, 

cP' of the material is then used to calculate the 

temperature distribution corresponding to E(r) (cmax is 
the significant quantity); idealy if (Tmax- Tinitial) 
<AT,, then the material will not be damaged. For 
ductile materials, such as AI, Cu, and Fe, it may be 
permissible to exceed the criterion; however, for 

TABLE I. Properties (T = 25°C) 
-__ - - 

3 x x rad CP a a E UC Ot x 
Material g/cm3 Cm Cm CAL/"C-g 1o-6 /"C lo6 psi lo3 psi lo3 psi w/cm-0c 

Graphite 1.71 45.1 25.0 0.19 2.3+ 1.2 6.5 2.1 1.42 
(H-489) 3.oA 0.95 6.5 2.0 

Be0 2.85 27.0 14.6 0.25 9 53 225 25 2.6 

f A 
p-e 

with grain, across grain. Graphite softens at 2600°C, Be0 softens at 1800°C. 

*Operated by Universities Research Association, Inc. 
under contract with the U.S.Department of Energy. 
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TABLE II. Np = 2~10'~, u = 1.20 mm, uy = 0.68 mm 
x I (I) solid Be0 - -___- 

ATcc ATct PH” E AT(& ) E N 
(II) 90 cm of Be0 spaced over 

max max max pmax 215 cm 
PH 

Material OC OC kJ/cm' k.J/cm3 
298 + AT,, 

"C 1013 *oH=p 
J 

Cp dT 

Be0 (I) 471 314 2.08 7.15 1400 3.44 293 0.6 

Be0 (II) 471 314 2.08 3.53 750 1.70 1.2 

Graphite 2280 42 10 6.89 2.40 880 0.35 5.7 
- - -__. I 

brittle materials which do not tolerate plastic defor- 
mations, it would appear to be a reasonable criterion. 

A number of studies3 have been made of the suit- 
ability of various materials; only solid forms were 
considered because of the additional problem of con- 
ducting away the maximum average power input of 139 kW. 
The best candidates were Be, BeG ceramic, and graphite; 
they all fall in the brittle category. The approach 
adopted was to explore what absorber geometry would be 
required for Be0 and graphite for the natural beam size 
at s = 70m(the first logical location beyond smin=55 m 
from the point of view of interconnections between dump 
and existing tunnel). Some properties of these mate- 
rials+ are given in Table I. The results of thenuclear 
cascade calculation are given in Table II. 

Calculations with a graphite absorber were made5 
for a range of incident proton energy, E, (0.1 to 5.0 
TeV) and as a function of B(Z4n axcry, an area which 
contains 86.5% of the beam for CI~ = U: range lop2 to 
lo4 mm2). The dependence of smax on yE)and B were found 
as follows: 

~,,(B=12 m2) ,CIE1"+, E=.'3-3 TeV 

~~a~(E=l TeV) =B&, B= 3-100 mm2 (2) 

CORE 
BOX 

FIG. 2 

E max approaches a (B)-' behavior only for rather large 
B(>lO'mm'). As a consequence one gains rather slowly 
in reducing ~~~ by increasing s; e.g. to decrease 
~~~ by a factor of 2 requires changing s from 70 nto 
275m (B increases by a factor 7.4). 

The results in Table II clearly indicate the 
superiority of a solid graphite absorber; if taken 
literally, this material has the capability of 
absorbing 5.7~10'~ ppp without fracturing. It should 
not be taken literally for several reasons: (1) the 
calculation of Emax is uncertain to at least +30%, (2) 
the quasi-static stress analysis is clearly a crude 
approximation to the real situation. 

Several of its physical properties must be taken 
into account in utilizing graphite as an absorber. 
Firstly, it oxidizes at elevated temperatures, losing 
1% of its weight per day at 450°C; the presence of 
radiation or radiation damage enhances the oxidation 
rate. This argues for a dry argon atmosphere at the 
graphite. Secondly, graphite undergoes dimensional 
change under irradiation; e.g., if subjected to a flux 
of 1x10*0 neutrons/cm' (-1 MeV) at 3O"C, some graphite 
expands -1% in the "across grain" direction. If the 
exposure takes place at 200°C. the exnansion is a 

factor 10'smaller. In ;he neighborhood of cmax, 
the probability of an interaction of a carbon 
nucleus with a high energy hadron summed over the 
dump lifetime (5x10'* p's) is comparable to that 
(-10-4) for a 1x1020 n/cm2 flux at 1 MeV. It 
seems plausible that there will be significant 
radiation damage effects near Emax, but that they 
will be confined to a few mm from the beam axis, 
and are unlikely to cause a large-scale change in 
volume. In an absorber of close packed blocks, 
the graphite has "no place to go" even if it 
should become pulverized along the beam axis;heat 
conductivity would clearly decrease. 

Overall Dump Da 

The internal structure of the dump is seen 
in Fig. 1. The core consists of two identical 
side-by-side stacks of graphite blocks; a block 
has dimensions 15.2x15.2x2.54 cm3; 350 blocks 
make up the core. Longitudinal segmentation of 
the graphite helps reduce dynamic stress enhance- 
ment3 that could occur from the shock wave prop- 
agating in a single long block (Vsound x20 ~.ls = 
3.9 cm in H489). Main Ring aborted beam impinges 
on the left-hand stack, Tevatron beam on the 
right. The graphite is contained in an aluminum 
box (see Fig. 2) which has cooling water flowing 
through its walls. The concrete "skin" which 
covers the steel is itself covered with a water- 
tight Melnar (plastic) membrane. The asymmetric 
horizontal location of the core box in the dump 
is compensated by an extra row of steel blocks 
between dump and tunnel; this stratagem was 
adapted in order not to undercut the existing 
tunnel during excavation for foundation work. 

2115 
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Tevatron Collider Abort System

• After being reconfigured for colliding beams, 
the beam abort system was soon changed to 
an “internal abort”; desire was to re-use the 
“C0” straight section for a possible new 
interaction region 
• 980 GeV, ~1 x 1013 p     —>    ~ 1.5 MJ 
• for antiprotons, eventually, up to ~0.75 MJ

8
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Tevatron Internal Abort
9

Preceedings of the 1988 Surrnner Study on HEP in the 1990's, Snowmass, co, June 6-Jul 15, 1988 
-1-

INTERNAL BEAil ABORT SYSTEM FOR TBE TEVATRON UPGRADE 

N. V. Mokhov• and I(. Harrison+ 

•Institute for High Energy Physics, Serpukhov, U.S.S.R. 
+Fermilab, P. O. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510 

INTRODUCTION 

In this note we shall examine the properties 
of an internal beam dump system for the Tevatron 
running in the pbar-p collider mode. le assume 
that the beam energy can be as high as 1.8 TeV. 
The aotivation behind this report comes from the 
fact that the present proton abort systeml,2) is a 
single-turn fast-extraction system, which becomes 
progressively more difficult to perform as the 
beam energy is raised without lengthening the 
straight section. We examine three different 
designs (Fig. 1). The first is a system comprised 
of two beam dumps at each end of the existing 
straight section, the second dump acting as an 
absorber for the secondary particles produced in 
the primary dump as well as functioning as the 
primary dump for the particles of the opposite 
sign. The kicker magnets for this scheme are 
assumed to be outside the straight section in 
locations similar to the present system. The 
second layout again consists of beam dumps at 
either end of the straight section but with the 
kicker magnets located in the centre of the 
straight section. In this arrangement both beams 
are deflected vertically by the same kicker 
aagnets. The advantage of this arrangement is the 
compact nature of the design with all the 
components lying within the straight section. The 
third scenario is similar to the second one with 
the relative positions of the dumps and kicker 
aagnets reversed. With the dump located in the 
centre of the free space, the flux of secondary 
particles hitting the superconducting elements at 
the end of the straight sections is reduced. The 
limitations of these schemes will be discussed. 

BEAK PARAMETERS 

For a given circulating beam current, the more 
intense the transverse phase-space density the 
greater the instanteous temperature rise inside 
the dump. Since the dump lies inside the machine 
lattice, there is no possibility of blowing up the 

+Operated by Universities Research Association, 
Inc. under contract with the U.S.Department of 
Energy 

beam spot at the dU11p as is customary when using 
external abort lines. The machine lattice 
parameters immediately downstream of the straight 
section quadrupoles have beta values of 60 m and 
105 m (H and V) and a horisontal dispersion of 
1.8 m. With a normalised transverse beam 
emittance of 12 (951) and a longitudinal energy 
spread (u p/p) of 8 x 10-• (rms) at 150 GeV, this 
results in a beam spot of 1.68 m x 1.2 m (B and 
V) rms at 150 GeV. The beam spot sises at higher 
energies scale in usual fashion from these 
results. 

The presently operating abort system relies on 
a vertical beam displacement of 24 m between the 
circulating and aborted beam trajectories to enter 
the extraction channel. Under this setup the 
circulating beam is displaced by 10 mm from the 
septum magnet. We will assume a similar geometric 
relation for the scheme with kicker aagnets in the 
arcs, which aeans that the beam strikes the dump 
up to 1• m from the edge. The beam deflection at 
the dump for schemes 2 and 3 is somewhat less due 
to the restricted drift length between the kickers 
and the dump. In both of these cases the beam 
displacement is up to 10 am from the edge. 

In order to estimate aborted beam intensities 
we have somewhat arbitrarily assumed a single 
high-energy full-intensity abort of 2 x 1012 
{30 bunches at 6 x 1010 ppb) can occur once per 
hour, and low energy injection aborts of this 
intensity can occur every 120 s for a period of 
four hours per day. Power dissipation and 
residual radioactivity can be scaled to different 
operating scenarios from these numbers. 

DESIGN CllTERIA 

In this study, taking into account the 
behaviour of the dump materials and optimising the 
overall scheme, we required the following criteria 
to be fulfilled: 

1. For a single abort the maximum energy 
deposition in any region of the dump system and 
corresponding temperature rise haTe to be less 
than the aelting points and the shock waTe liaits 

Sche•e 1 The kicker 11BgDets outside the SS 

1:.:====----40 m---_ .... _-:_:::} 
Scheme 2. The kicker magnet at CL 

=-'· -50 

Scheme 3. The only absorber at CL 

Figure 1 Three examined designs for the TeTtron 
internal beam dump system. 
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Figure 3 Longitudinal distributions of energy 
deposition density in the Tarious radial bins of 
the core of the internal beaa dump at the 1.8 TeV 
proton abort with a beam spot of 0.'8•0.34 mm 
(B•V) ru. 
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Figure .C- Instantaneous temperature rise 
distribution corresponding to Fig. 3 for the beam 
abort of 5Kl012 protons. 
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Scheme 1 (B) • All diaensions are in ca. 
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Tevatron Collider Abort System
10
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FIGURE 1. TEVA TRON UPGRADE ABORT LAYOUT 
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FIGURE 9. CROSS SECTION OF THE GRAPHITE PORTION OF THE ABSORBER 
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C.	Crawford,	1989
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The SSC Beam Abort System

With 20 TeV per beam, and 
1.3 x 1014 p per beam,  yields 
stored beam energy of 400 MJ

11

On the Design of Beam Absorbers for the SSC 

Brett Parker 
Accelerator Design and Operation Division, 

Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory 
2550 Beckleymeade Avenue 

Dallas, TX 75237, USA 

Abstract 
The 20 TcV beam absorbers for the Superconducting Super 
Collider (SSC) present a formidable design challenge. Protons 
from the SSC will have: 20 times the energy, be 20 times 
harder to bend, and be distributed with a natural transvers-size 
J%! times smaller than from all previous accelerators. This 
paper concentrates on the thcrmo-physical demands made on a 
beam backstop in terminating 20 TeV protons. In particular 
radiation-shielding, logic, control, and beam diagnostic 
requirements will not be discussed[l]. We will report on 
Monte Carlo simulations, made using the MARS10 code of 
N. Mokhov[2], which provides a basis for evaluating beam 
spreading and painting scenarios. The merits of various 
standard painting schemes are then discussed. Finally we 
present some new options for spreading the beam spot which 
arc currently under investigation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The SSC parameters relevant to the design of beam absorbers 
are shown in Table 1. Note that the product of the energy per 
proton and the number of protons per beam gives a circulating 
energy of 420 megajoules for each collider ring. This kinetic 
energy is roughly equivalent to the amount dissipated in an 
850 car freeway chain-reaction accident; obviously this much 
energy must be absorbed in a controlled, safe and reliable way. 

Table 1. 
SSC Parameters Relevant to Beam Absorber Design 

Proton Energy 2-20 TeV 
Design Luminosity 1033 
Circumference 87.12 km 
Revolution Time 290 ~.ls 
Abort Gap 3ltJs 
Fractional Momentum Spread -6 x 10-5 
Bunch Length 5-6 cm 
Bunch Spacing 5m 
Number of Bunches Per Ring 17,424 
Protons Per Bunch 314 x 10’0 
Protons Per Ring 1.3 x 10’4 

The beam-abort system is specified to be fast-acting and 
capable of single-turn (-300 ps) extraction of the entire beam 
from a ring within three turns of the generation of an abort 
signal[ 11. Fast kicker magnets will dispatch the beam through 

*Operated by Universities Research Association, Inc., for the U.S. 
Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC0289ER40486. 
U.S. Government work not urotccted bv U.S. Coovrieht 

the field-free region of a string of Lambertson-style septum 
magnets, down a separate -2 km long channel and into a 
multi-layer beam backstop. The central backstop-core will 
consist of graphite 10 m in extent and 2 m in diameter. 
Surrounding the graphite will be additional radiation-shielding 
and monitoring devices. Graphite will be used for the core- 
region both to diminish the long-term production of residual 
radioactivity and to maximize design-robustness (by 
longitudinally spreading the shower energy-deposition). 

2. METHODOLOGY 

The high-energy cascade showers resulting from 20 TeV 
protons are simulated using the MARS series of computer 
code of N. Mokhov[2]. The current version, MARS 12, runs 
efficiently under VMZ?, DOS and UNIXm operating systems 
on several different computers. The MARS code reproduces 
existing inclusive particle-spectra from Tevatron energies 
through thermal-neutron capture[3,4]. A comparison, shown 
in Figure 1, made between MARS and the codes FLUKA87[5] 
and CASIM[6] exhibits good agreement[4]. 

IO? ;- _ -7 .--r -----: 

Fig. 1. The longitudinal energy deposition (GeV/cm) for 20 TeV 
protons incident on graphite calculated using MARS10 
(histogram), FLUKA87 (curve) and CASIM (dash)[4]. 

Recent calculations, made with a new GHEISHA/GEANT 
version, are also in agreement with MARS results[7]. Since 
the physics of shower-cascades scales as log(s ), (s = total 
energy squared) our predictions for energy-deposition in the 
beam backstop should be reliable; this is in contrast to the 
situation for processes, which are much more sensitive to 
details of exclusive reaction channels, such as muon- 
production at the SSC interaction points. 

. ., ” 
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The SSC Beam Abort System
12

Layout	based	much	on	Tevatron	design
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The SSC Beam Abort System
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We present results for the instantaneous temperature rise, 
derived from a material’s thermo-physical properties (i.e. 
enthalpy rcscrve = heat needed to raise material’s temperature) 
under the premise that the energy is deposited everywhere at 
the same instant in time. Such an approximation is suitable 
for the short, 290 ps, beam spill time and facilitates the 
interpretation of beam heating in terms of temperature cracking 
or melting limits. 

3. RESULTS 

For the core of the beam backstop, it is desirable to choose a 
material with a high cracking/melting temperature and low 
density (to spread the shower longitudinally as much as 
possible); for these reasons. graphite is a natural choice. 
Carbon’s low atomic number, also helps to reduce the amount 
of long-term induced radioactivity due to spallation fragments. 
A reference plot of AT(r,z), the radially-symetric temperature 
distribution, due to a round-Gaussian (o=lOcm) beam profile 
incident along the axis of a graphite core, is shown in Figure 
2. for 1.3x1014 protons (=1033 luminosity). 

Fig. 2. Radially-symetric temperature rise calculated for 1.3~10’~ 
protons incident on graphite for a round-Gaussian beam profile 
and 20 TeV. The heating-maximum, 670° C, occurs on axis at 
250-300 cm longitudinal distance. 

Along the z-axis, where the beam is most intense, the 
temperature profile follows the longitudinal energy deposition 
curve shown in Figure 1 and away from the axis the 
temperature rise is modulated by the assumed Gaussian beam 
profile. For this and subsequent comparisons, in each case, we 
have made simulations for I7k incident protons which yields 
few percent statistical errors at the shower maximum. Note 
that as the hadronic (and electromagnetic) shower starts, there 
is a rapid rise in the rate of energy deposition followed by a 
maximum that is reached about 3 m (or 7 interaction lengths) 
spanning a length of 3 m. 

For a fixed beam intensity, the variation of the maximum 
instantaneous-heating with beam size is shown in Figure 3. 
Since a material’s specific heat varies with temperature, the 
integration of its specific heat curve, its enthalpy reserve, will 
not be a linear function of temperature change for large 
changes. The convolution, for graphite, between its enthalpy 

reserve and a cr* variation of beam size gives an approximate 
oe413 scaling. A relevant design limit (AT = 2300" for 
graphite) known as the fracture limit is indicated on Figure 3. 

$ 4000 
.- 
CT 

3000 
f! 
= 2000 
z 
& 
Q. 1000 
E 
k?! 0 

-0 20 

Fig. 3. Temperature rise as a function of beam cs for 1.3~10~ 4 
protons incident on graphite at 20 TeV . 

This limit, which is lower that graphite’s melting point, 
comes from thermal shock considerations@]. It is prudent to 
maintain an operating margin that reflects systematic 
uncertainties in the simulation and so as not to preclude future 
luminosity (via beam current) upgrades. 

A 10 cm beam spot, obtained from magnetic quadrupole- 
focusing, satisfies the above; however, a prohibitive amount 
of defocusing strength is required because of the SSC (-.l 
mm) beam size and momentum. An extension is to defocus 
asymmetrically in one dimension (horizontal) and sweep the 
beam spot with a slow kicker magnet in the other transvers 
dimension (vertical). Unfortunately, the presence of too large 
a magnification in any plane drives a need for unacceptably 
large abort line apertures. One is soon led to consider beam 
painting schemes. In Figure 4 we show a beam profile that 
corresponds to the baseline CDR[l] “spiral kicker” scheme. 
For the CDR approach one uses two set of orthoginal, fast 
damped-magnetic kickers, along with limited magnification, 
to move the beam spot on the backstop face. Note that the 
damping causes beam pileup on the inner face of the spiral 
which sets an inner limit for painting. Also if the phase 
relationship of between the orthoginal kickers of 90” is not 
maintained, an oval beam spot (as shown in Figure 5) results. 

CDR Spiral Painting Scheme 

J 
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 

Horizontal Position (cm) 
Fig. 4. Nominal beam profile for CDR spiral painting scheme, 
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CDR Spiral Painting Scheme 

-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 

Horizontal Position (cm) 

Fig. 5. CDR spiral painting with phase slippage. 

A raster-pattern (shown in Figure 6) can be created via a 
combination of fast and slow kickers. Such a painting scheme 
with less needed fast-kicker strength and vastly reduced 
sensitivity to phase errors, is expected to be more reliable than 
the CDR spiral plan; however, there is some beam pile up 
near the outer edges of the raster pattern. 

Raster Painting Scheme 

-40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 

Horizontal Position (cm) 

Fig. 6. Beam profile for raster painting scheme. 

Attempts have been made to mitigate this edge concentration 
by the addition of nonlinear (sextupole, octupole etc.) 
magnetic elements to the abort channel in a manner similar to 
that suggested by B. Blind[9]. The addition of nonlinearities, 
while helpful in spreading (or folding) the pattern edges, 
reintroduces some sensitivity to initial beam position offsets 
at the beginning of the abort channel. The addition of a short 
sextupole would be beneficial if it is found convenient to have 
moderate kicker damping (-20% over the 300 ~.ts spill). A 
properly placed sextupole could be used to “square up” the 
resulting trapazoidal-shape raster pattern (Figure not shown). 

It has been suggested to place a series of thin targets well 
upstream of the beam backstop to further spread the beam; 
however, simulations show that a few radiation lengths of 
material will add little, about a pradian, to the beam divergence 
at 20 TeV. Such a plan would place an intense radiation 
source undesirably close to the collider tunnel. 

~.FUTURE PROSPECTS & CONCLUSIONS 

At present a raster-scan based technique is the most promising 
and budget-friendly approach. Future detailed design work 
calculations will revisit: shielding and radiation requirements, 
muon vectors etc. Also work is underway to investigate the 
feasibility of using unconventional components to eliminate 
either the kicker magnets or the conventional quadrupoles. 

Preliminary studies using the code TBCI[lO] suggest it might 
be possible to use the beam’s wake-field to excite transverse- 
deflection modes of a passive beam-tube insert. We are 
examining candidates in terms of enhancing wake-field effects. 
If a suitable, simple and inexpensive structure is found, one 
could imagine repeating said structure many (Id--l@) times 
near the beginning of the abort channel. With sufficient 
repetition and enough bunches participating (a modest faction 
of 17,000), a useful increase of beam emittance may be 
possible. Such a passive “beam-spoiler” has the advantage of 
being fail safe. Also the magnitude of the effect would 
automatically track increases in beam current for upgrades. 

For the conventional quadrupole magnets, which must be 
powered continuously, one might consider using a plasma 
lens[ 1 l] or pulsed quadrupole[l2]. Some of the very effects 
that limit the applicability of these devices (beam-plasma 
scattering and nonlinear aberrations) would be beneficial in this 
case. The tradeoff for such devices would be between reduced 
power consumption vs. an increased system complexity. 
Maybe the ultimate (pie in the sky) beam-spoiler could use a 
self-excited plasma inside a self-excited cavity; who knows. 
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In	addition	to	beam	dump	design	development,	
the	need	was	foreseen	to	spread	out	the	beam	
via	a	sweeping	or	“raster”	system

Original	“blow-up	lens”	
system	was	enhanced	
with	a	spiral	kicker	system	

“Raster	Scan”	painting	
system,	using	two	
frequencies	(H/V)	was	
chosen	in	the	end
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Hydrodynamic Calculations

• Early hydrodynamic computations 
of beam interacting with matter 
(beam pipes, magnets, tunnel 
walls!!, …) began in the early 
1990s with the SSC
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Hydrodynamic Calculations of 20-TeV Beam Interactions with the SSC Beam Dump 
D. C. Wilson, C. A. Wingate, J.C. Goldstein, and R.P. Godwin 

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico, 87545 
and N.V. Mokhov 

Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory, 2550 Beckleymead Ave., Suite 125, Dallas, Texas, 75237-3946 

Abstract 
The 3Ot&ts, 400 MJ SSC proton beam must be contained 

when extracted to the external beam dump. The current design 
for the SSC beam dump can tolerate the heat load produced if 
the beam is deflected into a raster scan over the face of the 
dump. If the high frequency detIecting magnet were to fail, the 
beam would scan a single strip across the dump face resulting in 
higher local energy deposition. This could vaporize some mate- 
rial and lead to high pressures. 

Since the beam duration is comparable to the characteristic 
time of expected hydrodymamic motions, we have combined the 
static energy deposition capability of the MARS computer code 
with the two- and three-dimensional hydrodynamics of the 
MESA and SPHINX codes. EOS data suggest an energy depo- 
sition threshold of 15 kJ/g, below which hydrodynamic effects 
are minimal. Above this our 2D calculations show a hole boring 
rate of 7 cm/ps for the nominal beam, and pressures of a few 
kbar. Scanning the nominal bc,am faster than 0.08 cm/ps should 
minimize hydrodynnmic effects. 3D calculations support this. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Two- and three-dimensional hydrodynamic calculations 

using very high energy (TeV) particle deposition are required to 
understand the behavior of the SSC beam dump under abnormal 
beam aborts. The dump is currently designed as an 800 cm 
long, 160 cm square rectangular block of pressed graphite. The 
20 TcV beam enters the dump about once a day through a 0.2cm 
thick titanium window. The other faces are contained by an alu- 
minum cooling vessel. For simplicity, our modeling approxi- 
mated this structure as a graphite block. Normally the beam 
spot will be raster scanned across the beam dump face, keeping 
the temperature of the dump below 1300K. If the scanning mag- 
IMS fail, a worst case scenario allows the beam spot to remain 
at a single 1ocation.A more realistic case has some linear spot 
motion across the face, due to the droop of the kicker magnet 
field. 

We consider a limited set of beam characteristics: 20 TeV 
protons delivered in 290 microseconds at two fluences, 
4.5~10’~ and 1.0~10’~ protons/s. The first is the nominal SSC 
design, the second, a higher value we used to explore scaling 
effects. The SSC upgrade design has an intermediate fluence 3 
times the nominal. Because of the long distance from the kicker 
magnet to the dump, the standard deviation of the beam’s trans- 
verse Gaussian profile has expanded to 0.2 cm. 

Prelimin,ary 2-D hydrodymamic calculations with mocked 
energy depositions led us to expect that the 400 MJ (energy 
equivalent to 100 kg of TNT), could have explosive conse- 
quences. The small spot size could also lead to boring a hole 
through solid material in the beam path. To study these phc- 
nomena and to guide mechnnical designs for controlling these 
effects, we sought to create a 3D hydrodymamic code which 
0.7803-1203-l/93$03.00 0 1993 IEEE 

correctly modeled energy deposition. We chose the MARS’ 
energy deposition code and both the Eulerian MESA2 and 
Lagrangian SPHINX3 hydrodynamics codes. 

A. MESA 
IICOMPUTBR CODES 

MESA is a two- and three-dimensional Eulerian hydro- 
dynamics code2. While originally developed for simulating 
the interactions of military projectiles with armor, it is easily 
adapted to other hydrodynamic applications. A variety of 
analytical and tabular equation-of-state, material strength, 
and fracture models is available to complement the hydrody- 
namics. The numerical hydrodynamics is divided into two 
phases. The first phase is Lagrangian; the second is an Eule- 
rian advection. The Lagrangian phase is subcycled for 
increased computational efficiency. The Youngs interface 
reconstruction4, which assures that materials are advected in 
the correct order, is a powerful feature of MESA. It mini- 
mizes the numerical diffusion characteristic of Eulerian 
codes. This interface treatment allows fewer computational 
cells to be used for the same numerical accuracy than earlier 
codes because it handles the mixed material cells at material 
interfaces so effectively. This feature is particularly important 
in 3-D simulations with relatively coarse meshes. 

B. SPHINX 
Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is a gridless 

Lagrangian computational technique in which “particles” 
represent mathematical points at which the fluid properties 
are known. SPH was first derived by Lu$ as a Monte-Carlo 
approach to solving the hydrodynamic time evolution equa- 
tions. Later it was reformulated in terms of interpolation the- 
ory, which was shown to better estimate the error scaling of 
the technique. Gradients that appear in the fluid equations are 
obtained via analytic differentiation of smooth interpolated 
functions, or kernels. Bach kernel is a spherically symmetric 
function centered at the particle location and generally resem- 
bling a Gaussian in shape. The interpolation is accomplished 
by summing each equation or variable at any location over 
nearby known values at particle locations, each weighted by 
its own kernel weighting function. By appropriately modify- 
ing the normalization condition, the same code can easily 
switch between lD, 2D, and 3D, spherical or cylindrical con- 
figurations. The computer code SPHINX is our implementa- 
tion of SPH. 

C. MARS 
MARS’ is a Monte Carlo program for inclusive simula- 

tion of three-dimensional hadronic and electromagnetic cas- 
cades in matter and of muon transport in radiation shielding, 
accelerator and detector components at energies up to 30 TeV. 

© 1993 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material
for advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers

or lists, or to reuse any copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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Reliability Issues — Abort Pre-Fire

• By 1990s the Tevatron had a good 
operational record, and a history of abort 
module pre-fires.  Worried about this quite 
a lot at SSC
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Dealing With Abort Kicker Prefire 
in the Superconducting Super Collider 

A.I.Drozhdin, I.S.Baishev, N. V .Mokhov, B.Parker, R.D .Richardson, and J .Zhou 
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory· 

2550 Beckleymeade Ave., Dallas, TX 75237 USA 

Abstract 

The Superconducting Super Collider uses a single-
turn extraction abort system to divert the circulating beam 
to a massive graphite absorber at normal termination of 
the operating cycle or in case of any of a number of prede-
fined fault modes. The Collider rings must be designed to 
be tolerant to abort extraction kicker prefires and misfires 
because of the large circulating beam energy. We have 
studied the consequences of beam loss in the accelerator 
due to such prefires and misfires in terms of material heat-
ing and radiation generation using full scale machine sim-
ulations and Monte-Carlo energy deposition calculations. 
Some results from these calculations as well as possible 
protective measures for minimizing the damaging effects 
of kicker prefire and misfire are discussed in this paper. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The Superconducting Super Collider beam[1,2] con-

tains approximately 420 MJ of circulating beam energy 
per ring at the operating design point, proton momentum 
equal to 20 TeV Ic and a circulating current of 70 mAo 
This amount of circulating beam energy is equivalent to 
about 100 kg of high explosives and must be dealt with by 
a reliable abort system. 

Figure 1. Collimators Locations in the West Utility 

The abort system consists of 24 pulsed kicker magnets 
which direct the beam through the field free region of a 
series of Lambertson magnets on to a massive graphite ab-
sorber[3,4,5]. The abort kickers have a risetime of about 
3Jls. Normally this system is triggered during the 4Jls abort 
gap in the circulating beam and takes 290 JlS to extract 

·Operated by the Universities Research Association, Inc., for 
the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC35-
89ER40486. 
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Figure 2. Beam Loss During the 3 JlS Kicker Rise Time 

beam from the full 87 km circumference of the Collider. 
If one or more kicker module either prefires or misfires, 
some fraction of the beam may not reach the absorber. 
The consequences of such a beam loss on accelerator com-
ponents are discussed in the next section. In this paper 
particle tracing is done with STRUCT program[6]. Beam 
loss induced cascades and corresponding temperature rise 
is simulated with MARS12 code[7]. 

II. ABORT PREFIRE PROBLEM 
An abort kicker prefire causes large amplitude coher-

ent betatron oscillation of the beam and results in halo 
particles being intercepted by the collimators positioned 
around the ring. These particles can induce overheating of 
the collimator jaws up to hundreds of degrees. The most 
severe situation takes place at 20 TeV Ic before or during 
collisions. 

Simulations of this process have been done for the follow-
ing assumptions. We assumed that the circulating beam is 
cleaned to the 100' level by a scraper which leaves 99% of 
the circulating beam inside of 40' and 1 % of the beam be-
tween 4 and 100'. Collimators are located in West Utility, 
as shown in Figure 1 and in the Interaction Region (IR) of 
the Collider (not shown) to protect low-beta quadrupoles 
against irradiation. For our initial simulations we assumed 
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developed	the	
notion	of	an	
“anti-kicker”
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CHAPTER 17 

BEAM DUMPING SYSTEM 

17.1 SYSTEM AND MAIN PARAMETERS 

17.1.1 Introduction and System Overview 

IR6 of the LHC [1] is dedicated to the beam dumping system. The function of the beam dumping system 
will be to fast-extract the beam in a loss-free way from each ring of the collider and to transport it to an 
external absorber, positioned sufficiently far away to allow for appropriate beam dilution in order not to 
overheat the absorber material. A loss-free extraction will require a particle-free gap in the circulating beam, 
during which the field of the extraction kicker magnets can rise to its nominal value. Given the destructive 
power of the LHC beam, the dumping system must meet extremely high reliability criteria, which condition 
the overall and detailed design. The system is shown schematically in Fig. 17.1 and will comprise, for each 
ring: 
• 15 extraction kicker magnets MKD located between the superconducting quadrupoles Q4 and Q5; 
• 15 steel septum magnets MSD of three types MSDA, MSDB and MSDC located around IP6; 
• 10 modules of two types of dilution kicker magnets between the MSD and Q4; 
• The beam dump proper comprising the TDE core assembly and associated steel and concrete shielding, 

situated in a beam dump cavern ~750 m from the centre of the septum magnets; 
• The TCDS and TCDQ diluter elements, immediately upstream of the MSD and Q4 respectively. 
 
Nominal system parameters are given in Tab. 17.1, with details of the equipment subsystems in Section 

17.3. The MKD kickers will deflect the entire beam horizontally into the high-field gap of the MSD septum. 
The MSD will provide a vertical deflection to raise the beam above the LHC machine cryostat before the 
start of the arc sections. The dilution kickers will be used to sweep the beam in an ‘e’ shaped form and after 
the appropriate drift distance the beam will be absorbed by the TDE assembly. The TCDS and TCDQ will 
serve to protect machine elements from a beam abort that is not synchronised with the particle-free beam 
gap.  
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Figure 17.1:  Schematic layout of beam dumping system elements around LHC point 6. 

17.1.2 Assumed Worst-Case Beam Characteristics 

The beam dumping system must be able to accept LHC beams with well-controlled parameters (e.g. during 
a planned abort at the end of a physics run) and also beams with off-normal parameters (e.g. as arising from 
an equipment failure or beam instability), in addition to variations imposed by optical effects (beta-beating, 
power supply ripple, allowed tuning range). The relevant worst-case beam characteristics that can be 
accommodated [2] by the dumping system are given in Tab. 17.2 for the various LHC beams considered.  

 

 

Table 17.5:  MKB System parameters 

Horizontal diluter magnet system MKBH  
Number of magnets per system 4  
Max. system deflection angle 0.278 mrad 
Kick strength per magnet 1.624 Tm 
Magnet beam aperture – horizontal 58 mm 
Magnet beam aperture – vertical 32 mm 
Operating charging voltage 16.4 kV 
Field rise time 18.9 µs 
Field oscillating frequency 14.2 kHz 
Effective length (magnetic) 1.936 m 
Yoke length (mechanical) 1.899 m 
Vacuum length (mechanical), 2 magnets 4.582 m 
  
Vertical diluter magnet system MKBV  
Number of magnets per system 6  
Max. system deflection angle 0.277 mrad 
Kick strength per magnet 1.077 Tm 
Magnet beam aperture – horizontal 66 mm 
Magnet beam aperture – vertical 36 mm 
Operating charging voltage 22.3 kV 
Field rise time 34 µs 
Field oscillating frequency 12.7 kHz 
Effective length (magnetic) 1.267 m 
Yoke length (mechanical) 1.196 m 
Vacuum length (mechanical), 2 magnets 4.076 m 

 
The main elements of the horizontal MKBH circuit will be pre-charged oscillating capacitors coaxially 

connected to the magnets. The capacitors will be discharged through solid-state closing switches to produce 
an attenuated sinusoid. The vertical MKBV circuit will be more complex because it will require a current 
phase shift of 90° with respect to the horizontal system for a simultaneous trigger of the two systems.  

Fig. 17.5 shows the attenuated discharge currents of both systems. The duration of the resulting “e”-shape 
beam spot, Fig. 17.6, corresponds to one revolution of the beam in the LHC.  

 

 
Figure 17.5:  Discharge currents of horizontal and vertical (bold) generators (7.5 kA per vertical division). 

 

Generator  

The generators [17] will consist of a discharge capacitor in series with a solid state closing switch and 
completed by auxiliary circuits as shown in Fig. 17.7. 

The MKBH system will comprise a pre-charged oscillating capacitor, CH, coaxially connected to the 
magnet inductance, LMH. The capacitor, CH, will be discharged through a solid state closing switch, SH. 
The discharge pulse will be an attenuated sinusoidal oscillation of 25 kA maximum amplitude with a period 
of 70 µs. The required damping coefficient of the magnet current is adjusted with the resistor RH.  

The oscillation in the MKBV vertical magnet system is started by resonantly charging capacitor, CV2, 
from capacitor, CV1, via the fast solid-state closing switch, SV, diode, DV and charging inductance, LV. 

The resonant charging time is 26 µs. The circuit LMV-CV2 can then swing freely with attenuated 

oscillations.  

 

Figure 17.6:  Beam spot figure on absorber block. 

 

 

Figure 17.7:  Basic circuit diagram for MKBH and MKBV systems. 

 

The damping coefficient of the magnet current will be adjusted with the resistor, RV. The main advantage 

of the circuit of the MKBV system is the absence of a switch in the oscillation between CV2 and LMV. A 

current amplitude of 25 kA and a maximum hold off DC voltage of 27 kV will be required. The fast 30 kV 
solid-state switches, developed for the LHC beam extraction generator, will be used. 

All switches and damping diodes will be mounted with grounded cathodes. This will permit the remote 

checking of the state of each complete stack of FHCTs and diodes by comparing the voltage over the first 

device at earth potential with the voltage of a separate divider over the complete stack. 

Transmission Lines 

The low inductive cable link between generators and magnets will use a specially developed coaxial cable. 

The construction mixes the inner conductor of an RG-220/U cable and the outer conductor of an RG-218/U 

with two braids of bare copper wires without joints. Each braid will have an optical coverage of 90 %. Two 

layers of PETP foil are wrapped between the braids. The dielectric is low-density polyethylene of high purity 

with semi-conducting layers. The cable is flame retardant and free from halogens and sulphur according to 

CERN Safety Instruction IS23 and must retain its performance after exposure to an integrated radiation dose 
of 106 Gy. Simplified high voltage connectors that do not require moulding will terminate the cable ends. 
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Table 17.5:  MKB System parameters 

Horizontal diluter magnet system MKBH  
Number of magnets per system 4  
Max. system deflection angle 0.278 mrad 
Kick strength per magnet 1.624 Tm 
Magnet beam aperture – horizontal 58 mm 
Magnet beam aperture – vertical 32 mm 
Operating charging voltage 16.4 kV 
Field rise time 18.9 µs 
Field oscillating frequency 14.2 kHz 
Effective length (magnetic) 1.936 m 
Yoke length (mechanical) 1.899 m 
Vacuum length (mechanical), 2 magnets 4.582 m 
  
Vertical diluter magnet system MKBV  
Number of magnets per system 6  
Max. system deflection angle 0.277 mrad 
Kick strength per magnet 1.077 Tm 
Magnet beam aperture – horizontal 66 mm 
Magnet beam aperture – vertical 36 mm 
Operating charging voltage 22.3 kV 
Field rise time 34 µs 
Field oscillating frequency 12.7 kHz 
Effective length (magnetic) 1.267 m 
Yoke length (mechanical) 1.196 m 
Vacuum length (mechanical), 2 magnets 4.076 m 

 
The main elements of the horizontal MKBH circuit will be pre-charged oscillating capacitors coaxially 

connected to the magnets. The capacitors will be discharged through solid-state closing switches to produce 
an attenuated sinusoid. The vertical MKBV circuit will be more complex because it will require a current 
phase shift of 90° with respect to the horizontal system for a simultaneous trigger of the two systems.  

Fig. 17.5 shows the attenuated discharge currents of both systems. The duration of the resulting “e”-shape 
beam spot, Fig. 17.6, corresponds to one revolution of the beam in the LHC.  

 

 
Figure 17.5:  Discharge currents of horizontal and vertical (bold) generators (7.5 kA per vertical division). 

 

Generator  

The generators [17] will consist of a discharge capacitor in series with a solid state closing switch and 
completed by auxiliary circuits as shown in Fig. 17.7. 

The MKBH system will comprise a pre-charged oscillating capacitor, CH, coaxially connected to the 
magnet inductance, LMH. The capacitor, CH, will be discharged through a solid state closing switch, SH. 
The discharge pulse will be an attenuated sinusoidal oscillation of 25 kA maximum amplitude with a period 
of 70 µs. The required damping coefficient of the magnet current is adjusted with the resistor RH.  

Very	similar	stored	energy	as	in	the	SSC	(0.4	GJ);	
incorporated	spiral	kicker	system	and	many	
features	that	were	envisioned	for	the	SSC
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The LHC Abort System

• As this system has actually been constructed(!), 
many more details exist for the LHC than were 
developed and executed for the SSC hardware
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differential pumping between the chambers for the circulating beams in the order of 10-11 mbar and the 
chambers for the extracted beam ~10-8 mbar, while permitting a reasonably fast exchange of a magnet in case 
of failure  

17.3.4 TCDS Diluter 

A fixed diluter block TCDS will be installed immediately upstream of the MSD septum magnets in order 
to protect them from destruction in the event of an asynchronous firing of the MKD kickers [12, 14]. The 
TCDS must intercept about 40 LHC bunches (1.7% of the beam) containing about 6.1 MJ of energy and 
must provide enough dilution such that the temperature in the MSD vacuum chambers does not exceed 
300°C and so that the temperature in the MSD yoke does not exceed 100°C.  

Several scenarios have been studied [26] for the configuration of the TCDS and a 6m long wedge shaped 
model has been chosen to optimise the aperture for the extracted beam and to provide adequate protection for 
the MSD magnets, with a sandwich construction of 1m Graphite (1.77 g/cm3), 2m C-C composite 
(1.4 g/cm3), 1.5m Graphite (1.77 g/cm3), 1m Aluminium nitride (3.31 g/cm3) and 0.5m Titanium (4.5 g/cm3). 

A parallel row of diluter blocks, the outer jaw, giving a clear aperture of 30mm, are also envisaged to 
protect the MSD magnets from bunches with large excursions to the outside. Figure 1. 17.11 shows a 
schematic of the layout and function of the TCDS absorber system. 

The RF heating due to circulating beam will result in a power deposition estimated at about 40W/m. A 
1 kW water cooling system is designed to absorb this power. Temperature sensors, flow-meters and 
temperature gauges for the cooling system will be required. 

The diluter and surroundings will be subject to irradiation by protons or heavy ions. The estimated contact 
radiation dose levels after an asynchronous dump and a cooling period of 1 day reach 3mSv/h. After a 
cooling period of 30 days these radiation dose levels are estimated to go down to a level of 0.035mSv/h [12]. 
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Figure 17.11:  Schematic and functional layout of TCDS and TCDQ diluter systems. 

Vacuum 

The beam gas scattering and the operating pressure in the TCDS must be kept small for beam lifetime 
issues and also to avoid the saturation of the adjacent NEG coated chambers. Two 400 l/s ion pumps and two 
1000 l/s Ti sublimation pumps will provide an effective pumping speed of 1600 l/s. The expected residual 
pressure inside the beam screen will be 10-8 mbar during normal operation after a 24 hour in situ bake out at 
250°. 

Prior to mounting, the graphite and Carbon-Carbon materials must undergo a heat treatment at 1000°C 
under vacuum. After installation and any intervention, the tanks will be baked out at 250°C using heating 
jackets. The vacuum system has been design to cope with the outgassing during normal operation, i.e. with 
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Many	tests	were	performed	on	
the	LHC	system	components,	and	
undoubtedly	much	operational	
experience	now	exists	that	can	
be	used	to	predict	performance	
of	future	FCC	systems	

Will	leave	this	to	my	CERN	
colleagues	to	discuss…
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Extracted Beam Lines and Absorbers for a 50x50 TeV Hadron Collider

N. Mokhov, C. T. Murphy, and S. Pruss
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL 60510 USA

ABSTRACT

An extracted beam line has been designed for the 50
TeV on 50 TeV proton beams of the low-field version of
RLHC, in order to kick the beams out of the machine in one
turn.  Two beam absorbers have been considered: a
graphite-core absorber and an atmospheric pressure air-core
absorber.  Using the MARS13 code, the necessary absorber
dimensions and beam sizes have been determined.  In the
case of the graphite core, it is shown that the only feasible
way to make the beams big enough is to sweep the beams
around the face of the absorbers during the 1.8 ms spill
time.  This is not needed for the air-core absorber, but an
extra 8 Km of tunnel is needed.

I. INTRODUCTION

As currently designed, the low-field version of the
RLHC [1] has 1.12E15 protons circulating at 50 TeV in
each beam, i.e., 9 GJ per beam. This beam energy is
equivalent to about 2000 kg of TNT.  That is enough
energy to cause severe damage to the machine and
environment. The beams have sizes (σ ) of typically 0.07
mm in the arcs and 0.14 mm at the center of a utility
straight section (assuming a normalized emittance of 1 π
mm-mrad). Obviously, if such a beam goes astray, it will
melt a hole through a magnet and do further damage
outside the machine [2].  The requirements for the
reliability of a one-turn extraction mechanism are orders-
of-magnitude greater than for the Tevatron, where a
misfired extraction kicker magnet only causes a quench of
the machine.

It turns out to be quite straight forward to kick the
beams out of the machine towards absorbers.  A scaled-up
version of the LHC extraction beam lines (see Section II)
calls for a mere 5 to 10 m of kicker magnets.  The major
difficulty lies in making the beams big enough that they
will not crack a graphite absorber or reduce an air absorber
to a vacuum in the center of the beam (see Section III).

II. BEAM LINES

We elected to scale up the LHC extraction line design
[3] because the LHC utility straight section lattice was
available, but no specific lattice exists for the RLHC. The
design has not been optimized in any way.  This excercise
is intended merely as an "existence proof" that getting the
beams out of the machine is not costly.

Like the Tevatron [4] and the SSC [5], the LHC design
uses fast kicker magnets to switch the circulating beams
into the other aperture of Lambertson magnets. Unlike the
Tevatron and the SSC, the circulating beams go through the
field-free holes in the Lambertson magnets, and the
extracted beams are bent upward in the Lambertson
magnets so as to clear the first quadrupoles in the
downstream half of the straight section (see Fig. 1).  The
total length of the

Figure 1: The LHC dual-bore Lambertson magnet.

straight section is 526 m.  We have taken the length of the
RLHC straight section to be 2000 m [6].  To scale the LHC
straight section to the RLHC, we simply multiplied all the
magnet spacings by the factor 2000/526.  This leads to a
layout for the RLHC straight section shown in Fig. 2. The
values of βmin  and the positions of the βmin  in the
horizontal and vertical planes were scaled up by the same
factor, so that βmin  = 910 m in both planes for the RLHC.
These are needed to calculate the effect of blow-up
quadrupoles in the extraction line.

Fast kicker magnets located between Q3 and Q4 are
used to kick the beams in one turn towards the magnetic
aperture of the dual-bore Lambertson magnets shown in
Fig. 1.  In the LHC, the separation of the circulating and
extracted beams is 70 mm at the entrance to the Lambertson
magnets; we have reduced that value to 25 mm, the value
used at both the Tevatron and the SSC.  The value needed
is dependent on the beam size at injection at the
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Figure 2: A possible layout of the utility straight.  The dashed lines are the extracted beams.

Lambertson magnets. If the kicker magnets are placed close
to Q3, 9.6 m of magnetic length are needed operating at the
usual 0.6 T (the value assumed by both LHC and SSC).  If
the kickers are placed close to Q4, then Q3 gives an
additional bend in the correct direction, and only 3.9 m of
kickers are needed.  Note that the LHC requires 14 m of
kicker magnets.

The Lambertson magnets must bend the beams up
sufficiently to clear Q3 in the downstream half of the
straight section.  In the absense of a real design for the
RLHC quadrupoles, we have taken Q3 to have the same
outside radius as the LHC Q3, reduced by half the
difference in the beam separations in the two machines, so
the radius is 200 mm.  We then assume that the extracted
beam must clear Q3 by 30 mm.  The magnetic length of the
Lambertson magnets, operating at 1 T, necessary for this
clearance is 57.5 m.  Note that the LHC requires 60 m.

III. THE ABSORBERS

The first absorber considered was the standard
Tevatron type [7] graphite-core absorber, followed by
aluminum with water cooling, followed by adequate steel to
satisfy groundwater activation considerations.  In order to
determine the graphite dimensions and beam size necessary
to contain the showers without cracking the graphite,
shower development and energy deposition were simulated
with the MARS13 code [8]. The design goal was to keep
the maximum temperature rise at the axis of the graphite
core per spill below 1300-1500   o C (Tevatron experience
[7] and shock-wave considerations). It was found that the
graphite would need to be 10 m long and 1.5 m in radius.
For a beam spill that is stationary in transverse position, the
beam σ  would need to be 300 mm in both x and y for a
maximum temperature rise in the core of 1330   o C.
Expanding the beams to this size with blow-up quadrupoles
is out of the question (see Section IV).

We immediately switched to the scheme studied by the
SSC in which the beam size is effectively enlarged by
sweeping the beam across the face of a square absorber in a
zig-zag pattern during the 1.8 ms spill time.  A vertical
kicker sweeps the beam linearly from y = 400 mm to y =
-400 mm, and a horizontal sweeper oscillates back and
forth +/- 400 mm many times during the spill.  To keep the
frequency of the horizontal sweeper at a reasonable value
of 7.5 KHz, the beam sigma needs to be 15 mm. This
scheme was also simulated with MARS13.  In this case the
graphite is rectangular, with dimensions 10 x 2 x 2 m. The
temperature rise is quite low at the center of the absorber
(~300   o C), but there is a pile-up at x = +/- 390 mm as the
oscillating horizontal sweeper reverses the direction of the
sweep, and the temperature reaches 3300   o C. In principle,
the best graphites survive at such a temperature, but the
design goal for conventional pyrolitic graphites is not met.
Either the sweep length needs to be increased to +/- 600
mm or a more complicated sweeping pattern needs to be
explored.

Another sweeping scheme conceived by the SSC [9] is
a spiral sweep.  A horizontal and a vertical sweeper, 90 deg
out of phase, would both oscillate with decaying
amplitudes.  Of course, the frequency would have to
increase as the radius of the spiral decreased in order to
keep the temperature rise constant, which is not easy to
achieve.  A suitable compromise is to limit the inner radius
of the spiral to half that of the outer radius and accept a
factor two higher temperature rise at the inner radius. A
hand calculation indicates that an outer radius of 300 mm
would be adequate to keep the temperature rise below
1500   o C.  If the beam sigma was 5 mm in both planes, the
frequency of these sweepers would be 9.7 KHz.

A different idea which has been explored is to use a
long tunnel of air as the primary core of the absorber.  Here
the principal problem is that a narrow beam will expand the
air to create a partial vacuum, leaving a hole all the way to
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VLHC Parameters
• Stage 1:    20 TeV;   3.0 GJ 
• Stage 2:  240 TeV;   3.9 GJ
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• A new concept developed during the VLHC 
investigation: 
• a “graphite shadow” 

• sacrificial device
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BEAM-INDUCED ENERGY DEPOSITION ISSUES IN THE VERY LARGE
HADRON COLLIDER∗

N. V. Mokhov† , A. I. Drozhdin, G. W. Foster, FNAL, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract

Energy deposition issues are extremely important in the
Very Large Hadron Collider (VLHC) with huge energy
stored in its 20 TeV (Stage-1) and 87.5 TeV (Stage-2)
beams. The status of the VLHC design on these topics, and
possible solutions of the problems are discussed. Protective
measures are determined based on the operational and ac-
cidental beam loss limits for the prompt radiation dose at
the surface, residual radiation dose, ground water activa-
tion, accelerator components radiation damage and quench
stability. The beam abort and beam collimation systems are
designed to protect accelerator from accidental and opera-
tional beam losses, IP region quadrupoles from irradiation
by the products of beam-beam collisions, and to reduce the
accelerator-induced backgrounds in the detectors.

1 BEAM LOSS AND RADIATION

1.1 VLHC Specific
The VLHC beam [1], with about 3 GJ of kinetic energy,

is almost an order of magnitude larger than the LHC. Under
normal circumstances roughly 50% of this energy is grad-
ually dissipated in beam-beam collisions at the interaction
regions (IR). A few percent of the energy is lost diffusely
due to beam-gas interactions around the ring, intercepted
by beam collimation inserts, and dissipated in the RF loads
as the beam is decelerated. Somewhere between 40% (in-
tentional beam abort at the end of the store at normal op-
eration) and 100% (unintentional beam abort at certain cir-
cumstances) of the beam energy can be deposited in the ex-
ternal beam absorbers. A beam collimation system is used
to scrape away beam halo keeping most of the circumfer-
ence beam loss “free”, with just several regions where spe-
cial care should be taken to mitigate the beam loss induced
effects. The collimation region and IRs are the hottest re-
gions in the machine and require special consideration.

Under accidental conditions, there is enough energy to
cause severe damage to the machine and detector compo-
nents and environment. Obviously, if such a beam of a mil-
limeter size goes astray, it will melt a hole through a mag-
net and do further damage outside the machine. The VLHC
beam carries enough energy that in principle it could liq-
uefy 400 liters of steel. Experience with Tevatron and our
studies for LHC and VLHC show that with highly reliable
beam abort system, highly efficient beam collimation sys-
tem, local shields and a some additional measures, the ma-
chine, detector and environmental can be safely protected.
∗Work supported by the Universities Research Association, Inc., under

contract DE-AC02-76CH03000 with the U. S. Department of Energy.
† mokhov@fnal.gov

On a large scale, muon fluxes around the machine can drive
the complex layout and other related issues. Many other ra-
diation issues, such as radiation damage to electronics and
other sensitive equipment in the tunnel, radiation streaming
to the surface through access and ventilation shafts, unsyn-
chronized beam abort etc., are or will be attacked. Here we
consider just a few most important issues.

1.2 Superconducting Magnets
The warm-iron design of the transmission line magnet

of the Stage-1 [1] is less sensitive to radiation-induced
quenches than ordinary magnets. To determine tolerable
beam loss in the arcs, detailed MARS14 [2] simulations
are done in the lattice both at injection (1 TeV, σx,y=1.4
mm, αinc=0.7 mrad) and top energy (20 TeV, σx,y=0.3 mm,
αinc=0.15 mrad), where αinc is a grazing angle of a Gaus-
sian beam on the beam pipe. Corresponding materials and
magnetic field have been implemented into a 3-D model of
the arc cell. Inward and outward beam losses were consid-
ered both for inner and outer beam-pipes (Fig. 1).

Beam Loss Points

Figure 1: Beam loss points in the VLHC Stage-1 magnet.

Simulations show that the superconductor (SC) in the
transmission line magnets is rather well protected radially
by warm iron. The energy deposition is diffuse and the peak
temperature is relatively low at the hottest spot in the show-
ers downstream of where the proton hits the beam pipe.
Therefore, the tolerable beam loss is significantly higher
than in a conventional cosine-theta type magnets. Tab. 1
shows fast (<1 msec) and slow (>0.1 sec) beam loss rates
needed to initiate a SC quench at injection and top energy in

0-7803-7191-7/01/$10.00 ©2001 IEEE. 3171
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the Stage-1 ring. For comparison, the values for the Teva-
tron are shown. This comparison assumes that the quench
limits are the same in the VLHC conductor and the Tevatron
dipoles. This assumption is probably pessimistic since the
braided cable of the VLHC can re-route the current around
a quenched region on the magnet mid-plane, whereas a
cosine-theta magnet cannot.

Table 1: Quench-inducing beam loss thresholds for the
Stage-1 and Tevatron magnets.

Fast (ppp) Slow (p/sec)
VLHC, 0.9 TeV 9×108 3×109

VLHC, 20 TeV 2.5×107 7.5×107

Tevatron, 0.9 TeV 4×107 3×108

Heat load in the IR quads from radiation resulting from
colliding beam interactions—althoughseveral times higher
than in the LHC—will be handled the same way [3] via the
IR design, a set of collimators and inner absorbers in the in-
ner and outer triplets and a neutral beam dump. The dis-
tributed dynamic heat load—with the collimation system
on—is dominated by beam-gas scattering and is expected
to be <5 mW/m, less than 8% of the 4.5 K cryogenic heat
load.

1.3 Worst-Case Beam Accident
The assumption is that some unspecified agent causes the

beam to be kicked out of the machine with a rise time fast
compared to the revolution frequency, so that the normal
beam abort does not have time to act. Such a beam will
rapidly melt a hole in the magnet and impact the tunnel wall
at near grazing incidence (∼5 mrad). Fig. 1 shows results
of a MARS14 calculation for a 20-TeV beam under the as-
sumption that both the rock and beam position remain fixed.
One sees that a region 8-m long and about 15 cm in radius
is heated to the melting point of dolomite. Obviously it will
splatter to the floor.
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Figure 2: Longitudinal distribution of energy deposition in
concrete wall in a semi-cylindrical region at several radii for
a full 20-TeV beam.

2 BEAM ABORT SYSTEM
It turns out to be quite straight forward to kick the beams

out of the machine towards absorbers (Fig. 3). Like the
Tevatron, SSC and LHC, a single-turn extraction is used
to switch the circulating beam from the field-free hole to
the field gap of the Lambertson magnets, which extract the
beam from the machine. Separation of the circulating and
extracted beams is 25 mm at the entrance to the Lambert-
son magnets. Special large-aperture warm quadrupoles are
used upstream of the Lambertsons so that no aperture re-
striction and quench problem exist. To protect the Lam-
bertson septa and some other critical components from acci-
dental destruction by the beam, resulting from a kicker tim-
ing error, it was proposed to put a graphite shadow right in
front of these components [5]. The shadow piece, a few cm
across and 4-m long at 20 TeV, is an inert device with an
aperture the same as that of the adjacent component which
it protecting.

X-Y Sweeper Magnet

Sacrificial Absorber (for Sweeper Failure)

Spiral Sweep on Graphite Absorber Block

Lambertson

Beam Window

Aluminum, Steel, & Cement Sarcaphagus

Kicker

300m 3000 m

Circulating Beam

Figure 3: Schematic layout of beam abort channel.

For TeV beams, the natural choice for the absorber is
graphite, as at the Tevatron, SSC and LHC. The major dif-
ficulty lies in making the beams big enough that they will
not crack an absorber. An absorber consists of a graphite
core, contained in an aluminum jacket with water cooling,
followed by adequate steel and concrete to protect ground
water [4]. The graphite core is rectangular, with dimensions
10×1.2×1.2 m. The thickness of steel shielding around the
aluminum container is about 1.3 m on each side and is about
3 m downstream. A “4-in-1” design is considered where
extracted beams from both directions hit absorber core in a
common sarcophagus. The Stage-1 and Stage-2 share com-
mon absorbers. The average beam power is 300 kW, the
same as for the Fermilab Main Injector absorber.

A spiral beam sweeping scheme similar to the SSC and
LHC is adopted to spread the beam energy across the ab-
sorber face [4]. A horizontal and a vertical sweeper, 90◦
out of phase, both oscillate with decaying amplitudes. Ide-
ally, the frequency should increase as the radius of the spiral
decreases in order to keep the temperature rise constant. A
suitable compromise is to limit the inner radius of the spi-
ral to half that of the outer radius and accept a factor of two
higher temperature rise at the inner radius. An estimate in-
dicates that an outer radius of 30 cm would be adequate to
keep the temperature below 1500◦C . If the beam sigma
was 0.5 cm in both planes, the frequency of these sweepers
would be 9.7 kHz.
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FCC Beam Abort — 8.4 GJ beams
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Energy deposition studies on the dump absorber
A. Lechner, FCC dump 
meeting, 20th Jan. 2016

03/03/2016 FCC-hh extraction status 12

General layout

• After lattice review in Orsay, Nov-2015 worked on ‘alternative baseline’ with 
extraction and collimation separated into the two ESS

03/03/2016 FCC-hh extraction status 3

Spiral	dilution	patterns	appear	to	produce	
acceptable	local	energy	density	for	FCC	
conditions;	under	study	
													(see	talks	later	this	session)

FCC	is	looking	at	alternate	
layouts	for	collimation	
(betatron,	momentum)	and	
extraction	systems
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• The abort system fired, but not before the beam was 
moved to the edge of the collimator by a decaying 
power supply to a corrector magnet

24

E03 1.5m collimator
D49 target

Dec 5, 2003 accident in 
Tevatron -- ~1 MJ

Tevatron Beam Incident of 5 Dec 2003

~1	MJ	beam	stored	energy,	0.98	TeV
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Dec 5, 2003 accident in 
Tevatron -- ~1 MJ

Note:		this	beam	loss	corresponds	to	
10-4		of	total	FCC	beam	energy!
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Comments on FCC Beam Abort

• New, much higher level of beam energy 
• SC magnet fields go up; NC fields have not 
• thus, when incorporating NC magnets 

need much more space to create required 
angular deflections 

• Possible to incorporate similar concepts 
into FCC design, but really in need of a 
new concept… 
• incorporating rad-hard HTS magnets ??

26
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VLHC Documents (full texts available on INSPIRE)
1.	 Beam-induced	energy	deposidon	issues	in	the	Very	Large	Hadron	Collider	 

N.V.	Mokhov,	A.I.	Drozhdin,	G.W.	Foster	(Fermilab).	Jun	2001.	3	pp.	  
Published	in	Conf.Proc.	C0106181	(2001)	3171-3173,	FERMILAB-CONF-01-135,	PAC-2001-
RPAH137	

2.	 Design	Study	for	a	Staged	Very	Large	Hadron	Collider	  
VLHC	Design	Study	Group	Collaboradon	(Giorgio	Ambrosio	et	al.).	Jun	2001.	271	pp.	 
SLAC-R-591,	SLAC-R-0591,	SLAC-591,	SLAC-0591,	FERMILAB-TM-2149	
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see also: http://lss.fnal.gov/archive/other/ssc/

Thank	you	to	Nikolai	Mokhov	
for	input	and	for	the	list	of	
SSC/VLHC	documents!
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